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Abstract 
Research problem 231, Discrete Mathematics 140 (1995) says: Let A be a set of 2k, k > 2, 
distinct positive integers. It is desired to partition A into two subsets A0 and Al each with 
cardinal&y k so that the sum of any k- 1 elements of A, is not an element of A,+, , i = 0,l mod 2. 
It is not possible to find such a partition when A is { 1,3,4,5,6,7} or any of { 1,2,3,4,5,x}, 
x > 7. Can it be done in all other cases? We show that the answer is affirmative for k > 3 with 
some exceptions for k = 3. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The following notations will be used throughout the paper. By Q = {a,, a2,, . , azl}, 
al <a2 < . . f <all, 1 > 3, we denote a 21-element set of distinct positive integers. 
The subset Q;, 1 d i < I, of Q is defined as Qi = {~~,a~+~,. . . ,q+,}, 1 < i < 1, and 
Q;.,j = Qi - {ai}, i < j < i + 1. If A is a set of integers, then S(A) denotes the sum 
xaEA a. Accordingly we write S, Si and S~J instead of S(Q), S(Qi) and S(Qi;,j), re- 
spectively. 
Let 9 be the set of all distinct Q~,J’s, i.e. 9 = {Qi,j ) 1 < i < I, i $ j < i + I}. Since 
Ql,i=Qi+I,i+/+l, 1 G i G I- 1, we take only Qi,i’s, 1 Q i < I - 1, as representatives. 
For a positive integer n, 9@) denotes the subset of 9 defined as: Qi,i E 9cn) iff there 
is k, i < k < i + 1, k fj, such that S,, i - ak = n. 
2. The main results 
We show that the answer is yes for all k B 3 excluding some exceptional cases for 
k = 3. Favaron [2] pointed out that they are {n,2n, 3n,4n, 5n,x}, {n, 3n,4n, 5n, 6n, 7n}, 
{n, 2n, 3n, 5n, 6n, 7n) where n and x are arbitrary positive integers. 
For k 2 4 the proof is divided into two parts k 2 5 (Theorem 1) and k = 4 
(Theorem 2). The basic idea used in the part k > 5 is the following. Assume that the 
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statement is false. Then there is a counterexample, say A = {al,. . . ,ax,w,x, y,z}, 
aI <a2 d ... < u2) < w < x < y < z, 1 > 3. We show that this implies IJ?(Y-X-Y)l > 
l2 - 3. But by Lemma 2 IZ!(‘-x-J’) 1 < I + 3 must hold. Hence I + 3 > l2 - 3 and 
therefore 1= 3. Next, a closer analysis shows that this is impossible. So, there is no 
counterexample for k 2 5. A similar situation is for k = 4. 
Lemma 1. 13(= l2 + 1. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Lemma 2. For each positive integer n 
Proof. Let Qi j E 9tn), i < j < i + 1. Since for i’ > i + 2 the inequality 
i < k < i+ I, k fj, i’ < j’, k’ < i’+ 1, k’ #j’, holds, Qi’,j’ sf &‘) for i’ > i+2. It implies 
that elements of 9cn) are of three types Qi,j, Qi+i,p and Qi+z,j” for some i, j, j’, j”. 
Let 
J = {j ) Qi,j E SCn)} > 
J’ = {j’ I Q;+l,jf E S’“‘}, 
J” = { j” I Qif2,y, E Z?@)}. 
Since Jc {i,i+ I,..., i+l} and J’~{i+l,i+2,...,i+Z} (because Qi+i,i+l+l$k?), 
JUJ’c{i,i+ I,..., i+Z}. Thus, 
(JuJ’( G I + 1. (1) 
Let j E J and j’ E J’. Then there exist k, i < k < i + I, and k’, i + 1 < k’ < i + 1 + I, 
SO that Si,j - ak =Si+l,jt - &I = n, or equivalently ak’ - ak =ai+i+[ - a, - (Uj, - l7j). 
Since ak! - ak < ai+i+r - ai, it follows that ajf - aj > 0 and j’ > j for each j E J and 
each j’ E J’. Hence, 
IJnJ’I < 1. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that 
(2) 
IJ( + (J’I d Z+2. (3) 
Assume that Qi+2,j” E Z?cn) for some j” E J”. Then there is k”, i + 2 < k” < i + 2 + I, 
k” #j”, such that Si+z,jf, - &If = Si,,i - ak = n. From obvious 
i+l 
min{&+2,jf, - uk!t} = c at = max{$, - ak}, 
t=i+2 
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it follows j” =i+l+Iandk”=i+2+1. So, 
(J”I < 1. 
Combining (3) and (4) we obtain 
I@“)1 = lJ1 + 1J’l + IJ”( 6 1 + 3 
(4) 
proving the lemma. 0 
Now we deal with the case k 2 5. 
Theorem 1. Each set A of 2k, k 3 5, distinct positive integers can be partitioned into 
two subsets A0 and Al each of cardinality k so that the sum of any k - 1 elements 
of A, is not an element of Al+,, i = 0,l mod2. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that for some k, k B 5 there is no such partition. Let 
A={al,a~,..., u~~,w,x,~,z}, al <a~< ... <a2l<w<x<y<z, l=k - 2, be a coun- 
terexample. Then each partition of A into two k-element subsets A0 and Al meets 
some k - 1 elements of A; whose sum equals to an element of A,+, , i = 0,l mod 2. 
All 1’ + 1 distinct subsets of 2 (Lemma 1) have distinct sums. In fact, 
Sl,l,l < SI.1 < &,I-I < .'. < &,I, 
< s2.1+1 < s2.1 < .” < $2, 
(5) . . . . . 
< &.2/Ll < s/.21-2 < < s/.1. 
We first consider the partition PI U P2 = A with PI = Q,, U {x, y} and P2 = e,, , U {IV, z}, 
1 d i < 1, i < j < i + 1. Here ei,i is the complement of Qi,j in Q, & = Q - Q, and 
S;., is the sum of all elements of &, S,, = S@&). 
Since A is a counterexample, at least one of the following five cases must occur: 
(1) S;,j+X=Z, i.e. Si,,=Z-X. 
(2) Si.j+Y=Z, i.e. Si,j=Z-Y. 
(3) S,,j + W =X, i.e. SQ =S -X + W. 
(4) S1.j + W = Y, i.e. S,~ j = S - Y + W. 
(5) The sum of x and y and some I- 1 elements of Qi,j equals z. Equivalently, there 
isak, ldk~i+l,k#j,suchthatx+y+S,,j-ak=zorSi,j-a,,=z-x-y. 
Consequently, Si,; E {z - x, z - y, S - x + w, S - y + w} or there is a k (depending 
on i and j) such that Si.1 - ak =z - x - y. Since all l2 + 1 sums of (5) are distinct, 
it implies that there are at least 1’ + 1 - 4 = l2 - 3 &i’s and corresponding k’s all 
satisfying S,,j - ak =z - x - y. Hence, 
pj--I--1.)I 2 12 _ 3 
Since l2 - 3 > I+ 3 holds for 1 > 3 and, by Lemma 2, /.-@-J)l < 1 + 3, it implies 
1=3 and 
SI., -uz=z-x- y. (6) 
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Similarly, from the partition Pi U Pi = A with Pi = Qi,j U {w, y} and P.$ = ei,j U {x,z} 
we obtain 
$1 -az=z-w-y. 
This contradicts (6) and completes the proof. 0 
Next, we have the remaining case I = 4. 
Theorem 2. Let A be a set of 8 distinct positive integers. Then A can be partitioned 
into two sets A0 and AI each of cardinality 4 so that the sum of any three elements 
Of Ai is not an element of Ai+l, i=O,lmod2. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we assume that there is a counterexample 
A={al,a2,a3,a4,w,x,y,z}, al <a2<a3<ad<w<x<y<z. Let PI UPi be a partition 
of A with PI = Q;,j U {x, y}, Pi = Qi,j U {w,z}, 1 d i < 2, i d k d i + 2. Then Si,j E 
{z - x,z - y, S - x + W, S - y + w} or there is a k (depending on i and j) such 
that Si,,i - ak =z -x - y. Since /Z?[= 2* + 1 = 5, there are Qi,j and k SO that Si,j - ak = 
Z - x - y. since Qi.j is a z-element set, si,j - ak = a,. so, 
a,+x+y=z. (7) 
Similarly, from a partition P2 U Pl with P2 = Qi,j U {w, y}, PG = & U {x, z}, it follows 
that there is an such that 
a,+w+y=z. (8) 
Obviously m # n; in fact, m <n. There are two characteristic cases. 
Case 1: There are ap and a4, p <q, such that ap+a4+y=z. Then m<n<p<q 
holds implying m = 1, n = 2, p = 3, q = 4. Hence, 
al+x+y=a2+w+y=aj+a4+y=z. 
Since w < y and a3 + a4 > a, + ai, Eq. (9) yields 
(9) 
U;+Uj+W#Z 
for each {i,j} c {1,2,3,4}. 
(10) 
Considering the partition {at, ~3, W, y} U { a2, ah, x, z} and having in mind that A is a 
counterexample, from (9) and (10) we obtain at + u3 E {x - w,S +x - y}, S=al + 
a2 + a3 + a4. Similarly, the partition {at, ad, w, y} U {a~, as, x, z} yields at + a4 E {x - w, 
S +x - y}. Since al + a3 #al + ad, one of them is equal to x - w. Thus al + a, = 
x - w for some SE {3,4}. But from (9) we have u2 - al =x - w. It implies 
a2 =2al + a,, s>2, contradicting the assumption al <a2 <a3 <a4. 
Case 2: up + aq + y#z for each {p,q} c {1,2,3,4}. Let {al,@,@,a4} - {a,}= 
{aj, ak,&} where a, and a, are those of (7) and (8). As in case 1 from partitions 
{~j~~k,x,y}U{~,,~,,w,z}, { aJ,a,,x,y}U(a,,ak,w,z), (ak,~,,x,y}U{~,,~j,w,z} 
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and (7) we conclude a,j+ak,aj+a,,ak+a, E {z-x,S-x-w,S-y+w}. Being all dis- 
tinct, one of the sums is equal to z -x, i.e. a, + a, = z -x for some {s, t} c {j, k, m, n}. 
It is easily seen that {s, t} n { m,n} = 0. Thus {s, t} = {j,k} and 
ajfak’z-xx. (11) 
Considering patiitions {u,j,uk,w,~}U{~~,~~,x~z}, {Uj,U,,w,y}U{u,,uk,x,z}, 
{uk, a,, W, v} u {a,, a,, x, z} and arguing in a similar way we get 
This contradicts (11) and finishes the proof. 0 
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